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OPPOSITION

It seems that we run into obstacles (either opposition or barriers) many times we try to do
something.  We define an obstacle as anything that impedes progress or achievement.  It could
something material or natural that hinders what we are trying to do (barrier) or it some hostile or
contrary action or condition by a person and we would call that opposition.  

Are obstacles bad?  Normally we think they are.  
Can you think of some “GOOD” obstacles?  “BAD” obstacles?

Good: What about a traffic barrier that blocks a road because a bridge is out.  
What about a parent who prevents a teenager from unsupervised driving.  

Bad: Sickness, loss of job, someone steals your car, business competitor undercuts your price,
Beneficial opposition: Someone keeps you from danger or doing something wrong. 

Parents with teenagers.  Law can provide opposition to what we might want to do.  Guidelines
sometimes prevent us from taking “short cuts” in what we do. 

Detrimental opposition: We could classify this into “legitimate” (within the rules) and
“malicious” (illegitimate).   

Sometimes the source of opposition is simply a different “world view.”   Another
possibility is a competitive spirit that comes from hatred, pride or greed and envy.  In fact, we (as
a society) have assumed an adversarial relationship with other people.

Arenas: Games  Business   PoliticsReligion Education
In each of the arenas, people find opposition that resist accomplishing of goals and objectives.  It
would seem that all of life is filled with barriers and opposition.  

We should not be surprised to find that David encountered a lot of opposition after God
had chosen him to be king of Israel.  

Opposition of Authorities (Those in Power)  (1 Sam 27:1,6) Saul was a position of
power in Israel and he was insanely envious of David.  He felt threatened by David and he tried on
several occasions to kill David.  On more than one occasion, David had the chance to kill Saul but
he did not.  Saul would pretend to be repentant when he was spared but he did not give up on his
plan to kill David. (Have someone read 1 Sam 27:1-6)

Why did David take such action?  (Fearful, tired, moment of weakness in his faith.)  
What was missing in the action David took in deciding to go to Phlistia?  (We are not told

that he sought God’s will in this matter.)  
Can you think of situations in which someone in power opposes what you know you

should do?  What about a situation in which the government creates obstacles to people doing the
right thing.  (Examples?)  (Prohibition of prayer in public schools, abortion laws, . . .)

What should be our response when we encounter such opposition?
Opposition of Allies (29:6-7) Earlier (28:1,2) Achish had told David that he was

expected to join in the battle against Israel.  David had appeared to agree.  David said, "Then you
will see for yourself what your servant can do."  (Have someone read 1 Sam 29:6-7)

Was this opposition (from an ally) good or bad for David?  Why?
What do you think David would have done if he had been allowed to go into battle?
Can you think of situations when a friend opposed what you were going to do and it turn

out for the best?  What about a situation when it did not work out for the best?
Opposition of Enemies (30:1-4) (Have someone read 1 Sam 30:1-4) The attack by the



Amalekites was likely in revenge for earlier attacks by David.  While David and his men were
away to join in the battle against Israel, the Amalekites made their move.  

Why do you think the Amalekites did not kill the women and children?  (Hoping to impose
more grief on David and his men.)

If someone did something to harm someone in your family, what would your reaction be? 
(List responses on board.) [I’m going to ask this question again with a slight twist to it.]

If someone did something to harm someone in your family as a result of something you
had done earlier, then what would your reaction be?  (List responses on board.)  

Opposition of Friends (30:6) (Have someone read 1 Sam 30:6)  
Why did David’s men turn on David and talk about stoning him?  (Wanted to find

someone to blame.)
What had David done wrong?  (Not provided protection for the city, had taking his men

and their families into enemy territory.) 
Did David’s men have any responsibility in thinking about the possible dangers and then

giving a warning?
Do you find yourself blaming others when you could have spoken up and perhaps changed

the outcome of a bad situation?  
Have you ever been on the receiving end of criticism and opposition because others

blamed you for a bad outcome?  (Examples ?)
Overcoming Opposition with Faith (1 Sam 30:8, 17-19) (Have someone read verse 8)
Why do you think David took time out to ask God what to do at this time but we don’t

see that earlier in the accounts of what happened during his time in Philistia?  (Before, David
thought the choices were obvious.  Now, he is in such a bind and the stakes are so high, he
doesn’t have confidence in David any longer.)  

Can you think of a time when you realized that you needed God’s help in a decision
because you realized the situation was just too important to make a mistake?

David had 600 men.  They started out to find the Amalekites.  Along the way, 200 of them
were so weak they could not go on.  The larger group went on and found an Egyptian slave who
had been abandoned and left to die by the Amalekites.  He was nearly dead (not having had food
or water for three days.) They helped revive him and got him to lead them to the camp of the
Amalekites.

(Have someone read verses 17-19)  
What stands out as significant about this victory?  
They were physically exhausted and yet they fought for nearly 24 hours.
They were outnumbered and yet they prevailed.
None of their wives or children were lost.
They recovered all of the material possession.

David and his men did not give up.  If we are trusting the Lord and following Him, then we will
not let opposition and other obstacles keep us from carrying out God’s will since we know that
God will achieve the victory through us.  


